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The Greenhouse Effect 
Two Basic Laws of 

Physics: 
Everything emits 

radiation. 
Warmer objects 

emit more 
radiation than 
colder objects. 



The Greenhouse Effect 
  Consider a planet with 

NO atmosphere: 
As the planet absorbs 

radiation from the sun, 
it starts warming until it 
emits the same amount 

of radiation as it 
absorbs. 

T = -18°C 



The Greenhouse Effect 
  Add atmosphere with 

Greenhouse Gasses: 
Atmosphere warms, 

and emits radiation in 
both directions, which is 

an extra source of 
energy for the planet 

T = +16°C 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greenhouse gasses in our atmosphere increase the planet’s temperature by about 34C!!!
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Global Climate Change: What we know 

Greenhouse Gasses:  “Trap” energy in 
lower atmosphere 
Anthropogenic:  Caused by human 
activity 

Greenhouse gasses are increasing due to human emissions 

Charles Keeling 

Keeling Curve: https://scripps.ucsd.edu/programs/keelingcurve/ 



Global Climate Change: What we know 
Global temperature is increasing (so is regional temperature) 

Global temperature has 
warmed by about 1.5°F 

since 1900.   1.5°F 

NOAA: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/time-series/global/globe/land_ocean/ytd/12/1880-2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Global temperature has warmed by about 1.5F since 1900. Most of that warming has occurred since 1950.2016 was about 1.7F warmer than average – 2015 and 2016 shattered the record (El Nino event)Hiatus – correction for ship-board temperature measurements (keep in mind the correction REDUCES global warming in general)Urban heat island effect – account for this, or just look at marine temperatures.Heat accumulating in ocean



Global Climate Change: What we know 

Without Anthropogenic 
greenhouse gasses, 

models cannot 
reproduce the warming 

since 1950. 

Image: National Climate Assessment 



Global Climate Change: What’s next 

Global temperature will 
continue to warm by about 

1.5°C (3°F) by 2050,          
2°-4°C (3.5°-7.5°F) by 2100 
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Image: IPCC WGI, 5th Assessment Report 
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Global Climate Change: What’s next 

Mitigation:   
Avoids “dangerous” amounts of 
climate change 

Adaptation: 
Some climate change is inevitable 
Adaptation needed to minimize 
impacts  
 

Image: IPCC WGI, 5th Assessment Report 



Emissions vs. Concentration 
Stabilizing emissions results 

in continued global 
warming.  

 
Reduction of emissions is 
necessary to stabilize CO2 

concentration.  
 

EVEN THEN, Global 
Warming would continue 

for ~50yr. 

Image from: https://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au 



 Global Climate Change: 
 Q&A 
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Science Climate 
Adaptation 

WICCI 

WICCI’s mission is to generate and share information that can limit 
vulnerability to climate change in Wisconsin and the Upper Midwest. 

http://www.wicci.wisc.edu  

WICCI Overview 

http://www.wicci.wisc.edu/


Problem:  Climate models have coarse spatial resolution. 
Downscaling:  Focus global projections to a scale relevant to climate impacts. 

Global to Regional Projections 



Example: Deterministic Downscaling 
 Methodology Matters 
 Problem: 
 Standard regression-based 

statistical techniques tend to 
mute extremes 

 Dynamical downscaling limits 
characterization of 
uncertainty 

Solution:  
Probabilistic Downscaling 



Average Temperature Change 

Wisconsin has warmed by 
about 2°– 3°F since the 

mid 20th Century 



Annual Temperature in Wisconsin 

Wisconsin is expected to warm 
by 3°– 9°F by mid-21st century 



Winter Temperature in Wisconsin 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wisconsin winters warm by 5°– 12°F by mid-21st centuryWarming is most pronounced for winter nights



Warmer Winters  Shorter Ice Duration 

Winter Warming: What does it mean? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration of ice cover for Lake Mendota:  Large, decreasing trend.  Impacts recreation (ice fishing season, kites on ice) and transportation (Madeline Island Ice Road).  Also affects wildlife indirectly:  ice scours vegetation in Piping Plover habitat.  That vegetation can be a hiding place for predators; ice plays a crucial role in removing that cover.



Observed Change 

The winter season is 
getting shorter. 

Benefits: Longer growing 
season for Ag and forestry, 
less heating costs 

Costs: Reduced winter tourism, 
invasive species, nutrient 
requirements increase for 
forests, habitat changes 



Winter Warming: What does it mean? 

Snow
 

R
ain 

Warmer Winters ⇒ 
Shorter snow season 

Image: Dane County Parks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The plot shows the probability that, given that some sort of precipitation is falling, that precipitation is snow rather than rain.  The blue curve is for present-day conditions, and the red curve(s) are for the end of the 21st century.  So, the blue curve shows that in January, 9 out of 10 precipitation events will be snow, not rain.  By the end of the 21st century, 7 out of 10 precipitation events will be snow – so 3 out of 10 events will be rain, in the middle of January.  We can also define a “snow season” based on when the probability of snow exceeds some threshold, like 50%.  Note that the snow season shortens considerably.Despite warming trend, snow fall has increased over the last 50yr (something we need to explain).  This may continue for a while, then reverse.  Also, the duration of snow cover may change significantly.



Winter Warming 

Fewer extremely 
cold nights 

NOTE: WRONG PLOT –  
This is for late century 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Madison:  13d tmax>90F; 20d tmin<0FWausau:  6d tmax>90F; 30d tmin<0FObserved Increase in Frost-free length: 9 days per year (over the last 50yr?)



Winter Warming: What does it mean? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Analysis of timber harvest records identified a shift toward greater harvest of jack pine and red pine and less harvest of aspen, black spruce, hemlock, red maple, and white spruce in years with less frozen ground or snow duration. Interviews suggested thatfrozen ground is a mediating condition that enables low-impact timber harvesting. Climate change may alter frozen ground conditions with complex implications for forest management.



Winter Warming: What does it mean? 

Fewer cold / extremely cold nights 
Nights < 32°F Source:  http://climatewisconsin.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Madison:  13d tmax>90F; 20d tmin<0FWausau:  6d tmax>90F; 30d tmin<0FObserved Increase in Frost-free length: 9 days per year (over the last 50yr?)



Summer Temperature in Wisconsin 

Wisconsin summers warm by 
2°– 8°F by mid-21st century 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wisconsin summers warm by 2°– 8°F by mid-21st century



Summer Temperature in Wisconsin 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wisconsin summers warm by 2°– 8°F by mid-21st century



Warmer Summers  Reduced brook trout habitat 
Photo:  Matt Mitro 

Summer Stream Temperatures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does this mean?  Fish start to die off at stream temperatures > 19degC.  We’re looking at massive losses in cold water fish habitat by mid / late 21st century.



Summer Warming: What does it mean? 

More “very hot” 
days 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Madison:  13d tmax>90F; 20d tmin<0FWausau:  6d tmax>90F; 30d tmin<0FObserved Increase in Frost-free length: 9 days per year (over the last 50yr?)



Extreme Heat in Wisconsin 

Days with extreme heat triple by mid-century 



Extreme Heat: Multi-day heat waves 
Increased Heat Wave Duration 

and Frequency 

Heat waves: 3 to 5  
times more frequent 

Consecutive 
Days > 90°F 



Extreme Heat: Multi-night heat waves 
Increased Heat Wave Duration 

and Frequency 

Nighttime Heat Waves: 
5 times more frequent 

Consecutive 
Nights > 70°F 



“Dangerous” Heat 

By mid-century, “Danger” 
heat index becomes a regular 

occurrence 



Annual Precipitation Change 

Wisconsin will get  
0%–15% wetter by 

mid-21st century 



Winter Precipitation Change 



Winter Precipitation Change 

Robust increase in 
Precipitation during 
Winter and Spring 



More winter/spring precipitation  Increased groundwater recharge 
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Runoff                     Recharge                             ET                     Precipitation 

Black Earth Creek Watershed 
1971-1999   vs   2041-2069 
 

Evan Murdock 

45% 

Winter +20-25% 

Winter +6-7⁰F 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Four GCMs were used to model the interaction of increased temperatures and change in season of precipitation, and its effect on recharge in the Black Earth Creek watershed (Dane County).- Modeled total precipitation for the ‘71-’99 period are from 675mm-950mm. - Models show a ~5-10% increase in precipitation by 2041-2069.Source: Evan Murdock, UW-Nelson Institute, unpublished data



 Increased recharge  Groundwater flooding 

Spring Green - 2008 

Especially in 
communities 
that do not 
disinfect 

Rising water table can result in 
groundwater contamination 
 

Gotkowitz & Liebl, 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Groundwater flooding occurs when recharge exceeds drainage and the water table rises above the surface.- Photos from Spring Green, where FEMA paid out for groundwater flood damaged property for the first timeSource: http://wisconsingeologicalsurvey.org/pdfs/espdf/ES053.pdf



Large / Extreme Rainfall Events 

More extreme 
rainfall, 

especially during 
Spring 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
S. MN gets ~10-12 days per decade of >2” rainN. MN gets ~5-7 days per decade of >2” rain



Wisconsin could see a 30% increase in 
the number of large rainfall events 

Large / Extreme Rainfall Events 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
S. MN gets ~10-12 days per decade of >2” rainN. MN gets ~5-7 days per decade of >2” rain



No consensus 
during Summer! 

Summer Precipitation: No consensus 



1950 2015 2050 2025 

42.8⁰F  

48.7⁰F  

Stakeholder planning horizons 

Long Planning Horizons 

Climate change occurs over decades.  
Are planning and management strategies in 

the same time frame? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source:D. Liebl



SUMMARY 
 Global climate is changing (a “science” issue) 

• Anthropogenic (human generated) greenhouse gasses are increasing 
in our atmosphere 

• Temperature is increasing, sea ice and land glaciers are receding, sea 
level is rising, extreme precipitation events are more common 

• The changing climate is already impacting our natural and built 
environment, and human health. 

 Adaptation and mitigation are both needed to avoid 
dangerous impacts (what we do is a “policy” issue) 



Resources: 
Wisconsin Initiative on Climate Change Impacts: 

http://www.wicci.wisc.edu 

Center for Climatic Research Data Pages: 
http://nelson.wisc.edu/ccr/resources/visualization-and-tools.php  

National Climate Assessment (2014): 
 http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/  

National Academies Climate Change:  
 http://nas-sites.org/americasclimatechoices/  

Risky Business:  http://riskybusiness.org/   

 

http://www.wicci.wisc.edu/
http://nelson.wisc.edu/ccr/resources/visualization-and-tools.php
http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/
http://nas-sites.org/americasclimatechoices/
http://riskybusiness.org/


The Wisconsin Initiative on Climate 
Change Impacts 

ENABLING CLIMATE ADAPTATION IN WISCONSIN AND THE UPPER MIDWEST 
 

http://www.wicc i .wisc.edu  

http://www.wicci.wisc.edu/


In [Complex Adaptive Systems], sustainable 
management comes close to initiating a 

“coevolutionary dialogue” where a continuous 
learning process is driven by the mutual and 
reciprocal interactions among the interlinked 

sub-systems and agents. Alongside this 
“dialogue”, the ability to form new relations 
and new emerging properties enhances the 

chances of  adaptive change and social–
ecological resilience. 

Rammel et al. (2007) 

WICCI Overview 



WICCI is:   
An open, decentralized network 

 
 

WICCI Engages: 
Citizens, private and public 
decision-makers, scientists 

 
 

WICCI Enables: 
Planning, investment, other 

adaptation activities 

WICCI Overview 



Freeze / Thaw Cycles 

Fewer Freeze / Thaw 
Cycles per year 

 
1950-2000: ~95 freeze / 
thaw cycles per year. 
 
2046-2065: 60-85 freeze / 
thaw cycles per year: a 
decrease of about 15-30% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Impacts on Soil…?



Vapor Pressure Deficit 

Warmer temperatures, similar relative humidity  
Increased VPD by about 10%-25% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VPD increases 6% per degree CJune: 21(present) to 22-27 (10-25% change by 2046-2065 conditions)July: 22 (present) to 24-28 (10-25% change)August: 20 (present) to 22-26 (10-25% change)



IPCC AR5 Attribution Statement: 

 It is extremely likely that more than half of the observed increase 
in global average surface temperature from 1951 to 2010 was 

caused by the anthropogenic increase in greenhouse gas 
concentrations and other anthropogenic forcings together. 

 IPCC AR5 Summary for Policy Makers 



Global Climate Change 
Future Climate Change:  How do we project 
what will happen?  
  

Global Climate Models 
 

Divide the world into boxes, solve equations 
that govern weather / climate on a discrete 
grid. 
 
Apply forcing based on a “storyline” of future 
emissions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we determine what is going to happen?  Global climate models that divide the world into a bunch of boxes.  (Richardson’s forecast factory is a good story).  The problem is that these boxes are too big to represent a lot of the processes we KNOW are important – take a look out the window – there’s a lot of sub-grid-scale variation



Climate Change and Risk: 

Adapted from:  Morgot and Agrawala:   
The Benefits of Climate Change Policies (Ch. 1) 

Near Term                        Long Term 

Global 
 
 

Regional 
 
 

Local 

Policy options for mitigation and 
adaptation involve very different 
scales (spatial and temporal) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Previous example brings up a good point:  mitigation and adaptation policies involve very different spatial scales and duration.



Climate Change and Risk: 

Adapted from:  Morgot and Agrawala:   
The Benefits of Climate Change Policies (Ch. 1) 

Adaptation Benefits 
Reduced impact of unavoidable 

climate change 

Near Term                        Long Term 

Global 
 
 

Regional 
 
 

Local 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adaptation:  Policies and benefits occur on a local scale - for example, changing the size of sewer pipes to prevent overflows.  Short term benefits include more resilience to very rare extreme events; long term benefits include resilience to more frequent extreme events.  Building resilience to seasonal climate variability often increases long-term resiliency as well.



Climate Change and Risk: 

Adaptation Benefits 
Reduced impact of unavoidable 

climate change 

Mitigation:  Direct Benefits 
Avoided climate impacts; uneven 

distribution; not coupled with location of 
mitigation 

Near Term                        Long Term 

Global 
 
 

Regional 
 
 

Local 

Adapted from:  Morgot and Agrawala:   
The Benefits of Climate Change Policies (Ch. 1) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ancillary benefits of mitigation:  public health, taking advantage of / being prepared for emerging markets.  These have some short term benefits, and aggregated can lead to a global effort.



Climate Change and Risk: 

Adapted from:  Morgot and Agrawala:   
The Benefits of Climate Change Policies (Ch. 1) 

Mitigation: 
Ancillary Benefits 

(Human health, 
and other benefits 
from limiting local / 

regional air 
pollution) 

Adaptation Benefits 
Reduced impact of unavoidable 

climate change 

Mitigation:  Direct Benefits 
Avoided climate impacts; uneven 

distribution; not coupled with location of 
mitigation 

Near Term                        Long Term 

Global 
 
 

Regional 
 
 

Local 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Direct effects of mitigation:  Policy options and benefits are large-scale.  The benefits to mitigation are not coupled to the location of the mitigation effort (an important point) => requires global diplomatic effort.  Benefits are long-term - we have already committed to a certain amount of global warming, and changing the world economy will take a long time.



Climate Change and Risk: 
Risk: Probability of an event occurring times the consequence if it 

does occur 

Low Probability, 
High 

Consequence 

High Probability, 
High 

Consequence 

Low Probability, 
Low Consequence 

High Probability, 
Low Consequence 

Probability  

C
on

se
qu

en
ce

  
Adaptation 

Policies 

Mitigation 
Policies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk Assessment Framework:  Adaptation policies reduce risk through reducing consequence.  Mitigation policies reduce risk through reducing the probability of a certain amount of global warming.Example:  Cows produce less milk if they’re heat stressed.  Adaptation would involve building shade structures, mitigation would involve changing the global economy to reduce the probability of extreme global warming.



Low: +1°C Warming: 
  
 

Med: +3°C Warming: 
  

 
High: +5°C Warming 

  

Brook Trout Habitat (Current) 



Low: +1°C Warming: 
  
 

Med: +3°C Warming: 
  

 
High: +5°C Warming 

  

Brook Trout Habitat (2050) 



Brook Trout Habitat (2050) 

Low: +1°C Warming: 
  
 

Med: +3°C Warming: 
  

 
High: +5°C Warming 

  



Brook Trout Habitat (2050) 

Low: +1°C Warming: 
  
 

Med: +3°C Warming: 
  

 
High: +5°C Warming 

  



The Wisconsin Department of 
Natural Resources used WICCI 

results to help prioritize 
management priorities for 

their Driftless Area Master Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trout fishing contributes more than $1 billion per year to the Driftless Area economy$45 million invested to restore over 450 miles of streams2011: tourism provided 469 jobs and $28.8 million to Vernon County, WI
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